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Cultural evolution of precise and consensual semantic conventions in a multiplayer 27 
gaming app 28 
 29 
Abstract. The amount of information conveyed by linguistic conventions depends on their 30 
precision, yet the codes that humans and other animals use to communicate are quite 31 
ambiguous: they may map several vague meanings to the same symbol. How does semantic 32 
precision evolve, and what are the constraints that limit it? We studied the evolution of 33 
semantic conventions, in the form of variable mappings between symbols and their referents, 34 
in a multiplayer gaming app built around a referential communication game, where a sender 35 
had to indicate a colour to a receiver, using only black and white symbols. We expected that 36 
the players’ mappings between symbols and colours would grow more specific over time, 37 
precision being measured as sense entropy, through a selection process whereby precise 38 
mappings are preferentially copied. We found that players become increasingly more precise 39 
in their use of symbols over the course of their careers. This trend did not, however, result 40 
from selective copying of precise mappings. We explore the implications of this result for the 41 
study of lexical ambiguity, Zipf’s Law of Meaning, and disagreements over semantic 42 
conventions. 43 
 44 
Keywords: Language evolution; Sense entropy; Lexical semantics; Zipf’s Law of Meaning; 45 
Experimental semiotics. 46 
 47 
Background  48 
 49 
The conventions we use to communicate carry information to the extent that they are specific. 50 
Some words or symbols do this better than others. The word “thing” is less precise, thus less 51 
informative, than the word “teaspoon”. A wide variability in the number of potential 52 
meanings per word (from “teaspoon” to “thing”) is be observed in many human languages [1–53 
3], and in non-human signals [4].  54 
 55 
Two main lines of research have investigated informativeness in the conventions that bind 56 
meanings to signals. One considers the costs and benefits of informativeness: more precise 57 
words tend to be longer and more costly to produce and process [1,3,5], partly explaining why 58 
informativeness is so unevenly distributed among words (this reasoning also applies to non-59 
linguistic symbols, such as coin designs [6]). The second research tradition considers 60 
diachronic changes in word meanings: historical trends that lead to semantic narrowing, or the 61 
opposite, semantic broadening [7]. Relatively little work has asked what consequences the 62 
functional constraints studied by the first tradition may have on the evolutionary trends that 63 
concerns the second line of work. Why do some words become more precise in meaning, 64 
while others follow the opposite trend? 65 
 66 
Most possible answers revolve around two key variables: cost and context. Words that are 67 
less costly to produce and process may tend to be re-used more easily, thus acquiring new 68 
meanings or extending the scope of their original meaning [3]. This conjecture has the 69 
advantage of accounting for the three-way relationship between word lengths, frequencies, 70 
and number of meanings identified by Zipf [1]. Pragmatic inferences based on context are 71 
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another plausible cause for the narrowing or broadening of word meanings [8,9]. For instance, 72 
the use of the phrase “a temperature” in a medical context has produced the narrowed-down 73 
meaning of “high body temperature”, because that is the most contextually relevant 74 
information usually conveyed by that phrase [9]. This hypothesis does not specify under what 75 
circumstances, or for which words, broadening tendencies should prevail over narrowing 76 
tendencies. But there is evidence (both historical and experimental) that highly informative 77 
codes tend to evolve in situations where contextual information is limited [10–14]. When two 78 
interlocutors share an important background of common memories and communicative habits, 79 
imprecise messages can suffice to activate precise representations. On the contrary, when 80 
shared contextual information is rarefied, for instance in written communication [15], or in 81 
experiments where anonymous interlocutors are made to communicate with minimal cues 82 
[11,12], a message cannot carry all the information required unless it is encoded with 83 
precision. 84 
 85 
Understanding how the communicative conventions that attach meanings to symbols or to 86 
words become more precise is a question of growing importance in a world where 87 
communication is increasingly digital, written, and decontextualized [16]. One obstacle on 88 
this path is the lack of a unified and consensual definition or metric for the informativeness of 89 
symbols. Linguists and philosophers traditionally distinguish two ways that a word may be 90 
uninformative or ambiguous: polysemy and vagueness [17–19]. While polysemy refers to the 91 
number of distinct meanings that a word may have, vagueness points to the fact that a single 92 
meaning may be partly underdetermined, with borderline cases that fit a given meaning in a 93 
dubious fashion. “Red” has several meanings—compare “red hair”, “red light”, “red eyes”—, 94 
each of which is somewhat vague (admitting of borderline cases). This twofold 95 
characterization of semantic ambiguity suffers from two problems for our purpose. It is 96 
difficult to quantify: counting and individuating meanings is a hazardous task, and few 97 
measures of vagueness have been put forward. In addition, the distinction between polysemy 98 
and vagueness is itself vague [19,20]. How do we tell whether two instances of word use 99 
count as nuances of the same meaning or as two different meanings—is a red-hot iron red in 100 
the same sense as a red light? Progress has been made towards a quantitative metric for 101 
ambiguity in the word sense disambiguation literature [21], where “sense entropy” measures, 102 
in information-theoretic terms, the dispersion of word uses between distinct meanings (see 103 
also [3]). 104 
 105 
An understudied aspect of ambiguity (and its converse, informativeness) is agreement or 106 
consensus, which can be defined as a word’s capacity to convey a precise meaning from a 107 
speaker to an addressee if both of them understand it in the same way. As Enfield [22] points 108 
out, some words are “tolerable friends”, carrying distinct (though related) meanings to 109 
different speakers. The English word “peruse” standardly means “to read or examine, 110 
typically with great care”, but the meaning “to glance over; to skim” has been gaining in 111 
prevalence in the last decades, to the point where a majority of native English speakers now 112 
find the sentence “I only had a moment to peruse the manual quickly” acceptable [23], while 113 
an entirely new meaning, “browsing the internet”, is also gaining ground. Unlike false friends, 114 
Enfield’s “tolerable friends” aren't due to cross-linguistic misunderstandings: they may co-115 
exist inside one language. Even though “tolerable friends” can support partial communication 116 
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up to a certain point, they also occasion misunderstandings. Here again, we lack precise 117 
metrics to quantify this phenomenon. 118 
 119 
Even though ambiguity may be advantageous for communication (when precision is costly or 120 
context provides sufficient information [3,11,12,24,25]), a convention linking a symbol with 121 
the same precise meaning for all users is, all else being equal, of clear benefit for information 122 
transmission [26]. The key function of the conventions linking symbols with meanings is the 123 
transmission of information. A symbol that conveys a wide range of meanings is, out of 124 
context, less informative than one conveying a narrower signification [3,17,24,25]. How do 125 
such unambiguous semantic conventions evolve? Along with formal models (e.g. [27]), 126 
experiments in artificial language evolution and experimental semiotics [28,29] provide tools 127 
to answer this question. Experimental set-ups allow us to simulate the evolution of entirely 128 
novel communicative conventions, in controlled situations where the informative power of 129 
codes can be measured at every step of their evolution [12].  130 
 131 
Two main types of cultural-evolutionary processes can be distinguished: those where most of 132 
evolution is driven by individuals creating novel cultural items and transforming the cultural 133 
items that they pass on to others (“transformative” processes), and those where change is due 134 
to selective copying, some items being more likely to spread than others because they get 135 
imitated to a greater extent — “selectionist” processes [30,31]. The key distinction between 136 
transformative and selectionist evolutionary processes concerns the role of individual insight 137 
and creativity. Both accounts agree that evolutionary change feeds upon variation, but 138 
disagree upon the nature of variation: constrained by cognition in one case, random or 139 
unconstrained in the other. In transformative processes, evolution is driven by agents’ 140 
inventions (introducing novel variants) or directed transformations (changing the variants that 141 
they transmit). In selectionist processes, such changes are either random or non-existent [30]. 142 
In the case of communicative conventions, where agents’ primary goal is to align their 143 
behaviour on those of others, it is not unreasonable to assume that agents blindly copy 144 
arbitrary conventions, and that successful conventions are imitated to a greater extent than 145 
unsuccessful ones. Accordingly, in language evolution research, it has been claimed that all 146 
language evolution is ultimately based on replication and selection [32–34]. There is also 147 
evidence that, in artificial language evolution experiments, selectionist processes matter much 148 
more than transformative ones [32,35]. In a selectionist scenario, precise semantic 149 
conventions would evolve because they are more likely to be imitated than others, thus 150 
becoming more widespread.  151 
 152 
This selectionist account suggests a solution to the problem of consensus. In Enfield’s 153 
hypothesis [22], it is easier for speakers to associate the same meaning to the same word when 154 
the word in question is frequent. Each occasion to hear the word is an occasion to learn about 155 
its meaning, and the more numerous such occasions, the easier it is to converge upon similar 156 
meanings. In a selectionist view, precise conventions gain more adepts, making them more 157 
likely to be frequently encountered. If Enfield’s conjecture is right, being frequent could in 158 
turn make these conventions more consensual, reducing variance between different 159 
individuals’ conception of a word’s meaning. 160 
 161 
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We tested the hypothesis according to which conventions mapping a symbol with a narrow 162 
range of referents are favoured in a setting where participants must communicate with 163 
unfamiliar interlocutors, using unfamiliar symbols, with little contextual information to rely 164 
on. We expected cultural evolution to favour precise conventions, and we expected this to 165 
happen in a selectionist fashion. In addition, we expected to see more agreement between 166 
interlocutors over the range of meanings of the most frequently used symbols.  167 
 168 
Methods  169 
 170 
We studied the evolution of communicative conventions over 11 months in an online 171 
multiplayer gaming app, the “Color Game” app [36,37] . This study was part of a larger 172 
registration that involved six projects making distinct predictions on different aspects of the 173 
Color Game App data, five of which were carried to completion. More detail can be found in 174 
the Supplementary Methods file. 175 
 176 
The app allowed players from more than 100 nationalities to participate in a series of 177 
referential communication games [38], where one player (the Sender) had to communicate a 178 
colour (the target, indicated by a dot) to a Receiver presented with an array that included the 179 
target and three other colours. Participants could only communicate through black and white 180 
symbols. Points were earned when a Receiver made a successful pick. The app did not 181 
provide players with trial-by-trial feedback on the success or failure of communication. A 182 
block of 10 trials had to be played by both Sender and Receiver for points to be earned. After 183 
every block, the Receiver was told how many of the preceding ten trials they got right, but not 184 
which ones. This made it more difficult for Receivers to learn by mere association what 185 
meaning senders associated with symbols. Through the app, players could freely choose to 186 
associate with willing co-players, and could switch between the roles of Sender and Receiver 187 
if they found other players willing to play the opposite role, an interaction structure closer to 188 
real communication dynamics than a typical experiment. To ensure statistical robustness, the 189 
player pool was divided into two closed “halves”: a player could only play with co-players 190 
from her half. A system of points and a user-friendly design ensured that players were 191 
endogenously motivated.  192 
 193 
Each of the game’s 32 colours was drawn from the CIE2000 colour space [39], chosen 194 
because it provides a metric for distance between colour hues (“Delta E”) built to reflect 195 
perceptual distance, as opposed to merely physical quantities. The colours were equal in 196 
luminance and saturation, with a constant perceptual distance between any colour and its two 197 
neighbours of Delta E = 7.8 (Fig. 3). Thirty-two colour arrays were formed from this set of 32 198 
colours by picking every fourth colour along the dimension of hue, until a four-colours array 199 
was formed, using each of the 32 colours as starting point. In this way, all colours occurred in 200 
exactly four arrays. The array present on any given trial was randomly picked, all arrays being 201 
equiprobable. Which of the array’s four colours served as the target was likewise randomised. 202 
In addition to the target colour (which she always saw), the Sender could see some or all of 203 
the colours visible in the Receiver's array. This quantity varied from one (only the target) to 204 
four (the full array). The number and nature of the colours shown to Sender were also 205 
randomised. 206 
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 207 
Senders had to communicate using black and white symbols bearing no straightforward 208 
association with any single hue of colour. These symbols had been experimentally tested to 209 
make sure that they would be neither too easy (evoking too narrow a range of colours), nor 210 
too difficult (allowing no colour associations whatsoever). Laboratory experiments show that 211 
the symbols are as ambiguous as desired, since different pairs of participants can use them to 212 
solve the communication task above chance, but distinct pairs will associate the same symbol 213 
with different colours [40]. To maximize the variability in symbol use, as well as provide the 214 
game with a reward structure, the players who start the game were only provided with a 215 
random sample of 10 symbols (out of 35), earning the right to use additional symbols 216 
progressively as they earned points and ascended to new levels. For this study, we removed 217 
from the dataset all the trials where the Sender played with an incomplete keyboard, because 218 
she had not (or not yet) reached the level that unlocks all symbols.  219 
 220 
Predictions  221 
 222 
We preregistered this study in three waves. The first preregistration1 made a number of 223 
assumptions about the data that would be collected through the app, which turned out to be 224 
unwarranted when we attempted to pre-test our predictions on a subsample of the data 225 
(second registration2). The Color Game did not incentivise or mandate participants to play. 226 
One consequence was that, contrary to our assumptions, activity was far from evenly spread 227 
in time. This and other unexpected findings led us to abandon the pre-test and any type of test 228 
of our original predictions, and to propose a new set of predictions, better suited to the 229 
structure of the data (third registration3). These predictions were made and registered after the 230 
greater part of the data was collected, but before the relevant measurements (sense entropy, 231 
earth-mover distances, symbol frequency of use, etc.) were taken. All details of the analyses, 232 
including data exclusions and model specifications, were registered at this stage. Our 233 
predictions were the following:  234 
 235 
Prediction 1. As they get more experienced, players increasingly prefer to use more 236 
informative mappings between symbols and colours. (Informativeness is defined below, as 237 
low sense entropy.) This prediction reflects the view that, when communicating with 238 
anonymous coplayers in a situation of scarce contextual information, players will gradually 239 
evolve highly informative conventions. It also reflects the view that this evolution will be 240 
underpinned by a selectionist process: the rise of informative symbols, we assumed, would be 241 
driven by more frequent use for symbols that mapped to a narrower range of colours. These 242 
mappings would then be imitated and spread selectively. 243 
 244 
Prediction 2. When a symbol has been frequently been used by a pair of players, they are 245 
more likely to use it to indicate the same colours. This prediction is meant to test Enfield’s 246 

                                                
1 https://osf.io/547bp/ 
2 https://osf.io/28nxb/ 
3 https://osf.io/s7y2v/ 
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conjecture that the amount of overlap between individual representations of the meaning of a 247 
symbol is influenced by the frequency at which this symbol is used. 248 
 249 
Sense entropy for a continuous and circular meaning space 250 
 251 
To measure the degree to which the conventions linking a symbol to a range of colours are 252 
precise or vague, we use a measurement tool that is in some respects similar to “sense 253 
entropy” in the word disambiguation literature [3,21]. To calculate the sense entropy 254 
corresponding to the various meanings of a word, one counts how many times the word was 255 
used to mean sense 1, sense 2, etc. This yields a probability distribution over which a standard 256 
entropy calculation is performed. A higher sense entropy means that the target colours 257 
associated with a symbol by a player are unpredictable. Thus, a high-entropy symbol is less 258 
(not more) informative than a low-entropy one. 259 
 260 
In the same way, we calculated the sense entropy of a symbol, as used by a player over a set 261 
of trials, by considering the entropy of the target colours over those trials. Our measure differs 262 
from standard sense entropy in that it takes advantage of the fact that meanings, in the Color 263 
Game, were located in a continuous and circular space. (The colour space is assumed to be 264 
continuous because colours in the CIE2000 space are designed to be perceptually equidistant.) 265 
Like standard sense entropy, this measure uses Shannon’s entropy [41]. It was, however, 266 
adapted by one of us (JW) to fit the structure of the colour space (Fig. 1). This alternative 267 
measure suits our purposes better than existing measures of entropy or angular dispersion on a 268 
circle [42–46]. Our measure extends upon standard measures of conditional entropy whilst 269 
preserving both the granularity of the colour space and its discrete circular ordering, as per 270 
equation (2): 271 
 272 

(1) 𝐻"(𝐶|𝑆') = 	
+(,|-.)
/01
2∈4

+(,)
×

/01
2∈6,8.

+(9|-.)

/01
2∈4

+(,)
 273 

 274 
• 𝐻"(𝐶|𝑆')	is the “category-entropy” for a set of colours C (the 32 colours of our colour 275 
space) for a symbol Si (one of the game’s 35 symbols). 276 
 277 
• 𝐻(𝐶|𝑆') is the conditional entropy of C given Si. It is calculated with equation (2): 278 
 279 
 (2) H(C|𝑆') = 	∑ P(c)	logP(c)B	∈	C  280 
 281 
where c	 ∈ 	C is one colour of the set of colours that Si is used in connection with, and P(c) is 282 
the frequency with which Si is used in connection with c, as opposed to another colour from 283 
C. 284 
 285 
• max
G∈,

𝐻(𝐶) is the maximum entropy that can obtain over the set of all possible colours. In 286 

other words, it is the entropy of the probability distribution that we get by assuming all the 287 
game’s 32 colours to be equiprobable. 288 
 289 
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• max
G∈9,-.

𝐻(𝑊|𝑆') corresponds to the maximum entropy of the colour category structure (W) 290 

for symbol Si. A symbol’s “category structure” refers to the set of contiguous colours that 291 
form the shortest path linking all the colours that a symbol is associated with (see Fig. 1).  292 
 293 
Like any entropy measure, this one is vulnerable to confounds due to sample sizes, because 294 
small samples tend to be noisier than large ones, all else being equal. To avoid this, all our 295 
sense entropy measurements were performed over sets of 20 trials (the last trials for a given 296 
player, symbol, and, as applicable, time period).  297 
 298 

 299 
 300 
Fig. 1. Sense entropy for Color Game symbols. Top panel (a) To calculate sense entropy 301 
for a participant’s use of a symbol, we first consider what the target colour was on the last 20 302 
times the participant used the symbol (alone or in combination with other symbols). The 303 
result (far right box) is a distribution of the colours associated with the symbol by that user. 304 
Bottom panel (b) We then compute the entropy of that distribution. A standard entropy 305 
measure (top row) would take no account of the location of colours on the colour wheel, 306 
giving the same values for distributions 1 & 2, or to 3 & 4. Our modified measure (bottom 307 
row) also considers the width of the range of colours that a symbol is associated with, the 308 
“category structure” or “w”, indicated by the circular black line (see Equation 1). This results 309 
in different entropy values for distributions 1 to 4. 310 
 311 
 312 
Results 313 
 314 
For both predictions, we started from the "Canonical dataset" (347 606 trials). This dataset is 315 
a cleaned-up version of the raw data outputted by the app, that all six of our projects use as a 316 
starting point. (See “Open data and code”.) For this study, we removed from the Canonical 317 
dataset all the trials where the Sender played with an incomplete keyboard, because they had 318 
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not (or not yet) reached the level that unlocks all symbols. 75 635 trials were removed for this 319 
reason (271 971 trials remaining). Only for measuring one specific variable (relevant for 320 
prediction 1) were those trials kept. 321 
 322 
Prediction 1: More experienced players are more likely to use informative symbols. 323 
 324 
We extracted data on all the Senders who used at least one identical symbol on at least 20 325 
trials, after reaching the level that unlocks the full keyboard. There were 209 such Senders, 326 
for a total of 2,154 data points (each data point being one player's use of one particular 327 
symbol). All 35 symbols were represented. To calculate a player's experience, we considered 328 
how many trials the Sender played overall ("PLAYERXP"), log-transformed to avoid 329 
convergence failures and other scaling-related issues. This count includes trials that were 330 
played before the player unlocked the full keyboard, and thus it was computed over the 331 
complete set of trials (n = 347,606), unlike other variables. Each symbol's frequency of use 332 
(SYMBOLFREQUENCY) for each given player was computed as the ratio of the total number of 333 
trials where the player played as Sender and used the relevant symbol (at least once), over the 334 
total number of trials that this player played as Sender. The amount of information carried by 335 
each symbol, as used by a given Sender over her last 20 trials, (“SENSEENTROPY”) was 336 
computed as indicated above. 337 
 338 
We built a linear mixed effects model (lme4 package for R —[47,48]) to predict 339 
SYMBOLFREQUENCY, using SENSEENTROPY and PLAYERXP. Both SYMBOLFREQUENCY and 340 
PLAYERXP were log-transformed, to satisfy the assumptions of a linear mixed effects model 341 
and avoid convergence issues. This model included a random effect for individual players and 342 
another for individual symbols. Lastly, we included an interaction term, SENSEENTROPY * 343 
PLAYERXP. A second version of the model was run with two additional controls, the "half" 344 
that the player belonged to, and the number of symbols that a player uses on average on one 345 
trial. None of these additional controls made for a more informative model, thus this second 346 
version was not considered further. Here and in all other models described in this report, we 347 
attempted to add random slopes (one by one), in addition to random effects, to model the 348 
interactions between our random effects and our fixed effects, but each of these attempts 349 
resulted in a model that either failed to converge or produced singular fits, and did not prove 350 
more informative than a simpler version. 351 
 352 
The prediction that SENSEENTROPY would be negatively correlated with SYMBOLFREQUENCY 353 
was refuted. High entropy (i.e., lower information) in the use of a symbol is positively and 354 
clearly correlated with that symbol's frequency of use (Beta weight for SENSEENTROPY: + 3.4, 355 
95%, SE = 0.73, t = 4.7, CI: + 2.01 to + 4.88). Removing a set of outliers revealed by the 356 
residuals plots did not change this effect. The second prediction could therefore not be tested. 357 
We did find a negative interaction whereby the effect of SENSEENTROPY over 358 
SYMBOLFREQUENCY was modulated by PLAYERXP (i.e., that effect was weaker for more 359 
experienced players), but this interaction term became weaker and changed direction when 360 
removing a set of outliers revealed by the residuals plots. Thus, we found no selection 361 
affecting high-information symbols. Instead, senders tend to map the symbols that they use 362 
more frequently to a broader range of colours. 363 
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 364 
One consequence of this unexpected pattern is that one of our original expectations could not 365 
be properly tested. Prediction 1 was premised upon the view that players would gradually 366 
come to use symbols in a more informative fashion. Two post-hoc analyses confirmed that 367 
this was the case. We first considered whether PLAYERXP was a good predictor of 368 
SENSEENTROPY. A linear mixed effects model was built to predict SENSEENTROPY with 369 
PLAYERXP, with random effects added for individual players and symbols. It showed a clear 370 
negative effect of PLAYERXP (Beta weight: - 0.022, SE = 0.004, t = - 4.57, 95% CI: - 0.03 to -371 
0.01). More experienced players use their symbols in a more informative way, to refer to a 372 
narrower range of colours (Figure 1). 373 
 374 
 375 

 376 
 377 
Fig. 2. Each dot shows, for one Color Game player (n = 209), the average entropy of the 378 
symbols they used (considering only symbols used 20 times or more), plotted against the 379 
player’s experience (total number of trials played in the game, log-transformed). 380 
 381 
As a further follow-up, we considered how sense entropy evolved through the course of a 382 
player's career, from the time when they unlock the full keyboard to their last trial. We 383 
divided each player's trials into bins of 1000 trials each. Bins were numbered consecutively 384 
from earliest to latest: these bin numbers make up the BIN variable, which indicates what 385 
points in a player's "career" the bin was taken from. Inside each one of each player's bins, we 386 
considered all the symbols that had been used 20 times or more. We calculated 387 
SENSEENTROPY for the last 20 trials involving a given symbol in a given bin. We then built a 388 
linear mixed effects model to predict SENSEENTROPY in the use of a given symbol by a given 389 
player, depending on the player's progress (as indicated by BIN). This model included random 390 
effects for individual players and individual symbols (adding random slopes caused 391 
convergence failures). It gave a clearly negative estimate for the effect of BIN (log-392 
transformed) over SENSEENTROPY (Beta weight: - 0.02, SE = 0.002, t = - 9.4, 95% CI: -0.03 393 
to -0.02). More experienced players have more informative symbols because experience made 394 
their symbols more informative (Fig. 3). We replicated this result after excluding six outlier 395 
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players who played many more trials as Senders than all other players (and thus have a much 396 
longer history of playing).  397 
 398 
  399 
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 401 
Fig. 3. Evolution of symbol use for four big Color Game players. This figure considers, for 402 
the four biggest players of Half B (one of the two groups of players that could interact with 403 
each other), all the symbols that several player used 20 times or more during their first and 404 
their last 1000 trials. The distribution of target colours associated with each symbol by players 405 
1 to 4 (left to right) is given for the first 1000 trials (top row) and last 1000 trials. For all 406 
players except Player 2, sense entropy for most symbols decreases between the first and last 407 
1000 trials. 408 
 409 
Prediction 2: Frequent symbols are consensual. 410 
 411 
For this prediction, we also discarded the trials for which there was no Receiver. These are 412 
trials that were played by a Sender, who saw a target colour and sent a series of symbols to 413 
help some Receiver pick the colour, but whose message was never picked up to be solved by 414 
an actual Receiver. (These trials were not excluded when we tested Prediction 1, which 415 
focuses on Senders' behaviour exclusively.) Removing them caused 8,694 trials to be 416 
excluded (resulting n: 263,277 trials). We considered all the pairs of players in which both 417 
players had used the same symbols at least 20 times each. This exclusion criterion only 418 
allowed us to get data concerning 156 pairs (713 data points in total, each individual data 419 
point representing the use of one symbol by one pair of players). 420 
 421 
The amount of disagreement between players over the meaning of a symbol was quantified as 422 
the distance (using Earth Mover Distance, computed with emdist in R [49]) between the 423 
colour distributions associated with the symbol by each of the two player (DISAGREEMENT). 424 
To avoid biases due to sample size, distances were measured using only, for each player, the 425 
last 20 trials on which the symbol was used. Distances were log-transformed (to meet the 426 
assumptions of a linear mixed effects model). The frequency at which a symbol was used was 427 
given by the ratio of the number of the pair's trials where the symbol was used, over the total 428 
number of trials (FREQUENCY). A series of linear mixed effects models were built to predict 429 
DISAGREEMENT. The first "null" model nested each data point by pairs (the identity of the two 430 
players playing together) and by symbols (which picture the pair used: Butterfly, Drop, etc.). 431 
We then tested a series of controls: the total number of trials played by the pair, the total 432 
number of the pair's trials involving the symbol, and lastly, the sense entropy of the symbol as 433 
used by each sender (AVERAGEENTROPY). Only this last variable made the model more 434 
informative (ΔAIC = 29; for the other two variables ΔAIC < 2). Symbols that are used, on 435 
average, in a more informative fashion by both players (informativeness being measured 436 
using categorical entropy, as for prediction 1) are more likely to be used by both players to 437 
signal the same colours.  438 
 439 
The model estimates the effect of AVERAGEENTROPY upon DISAGREEMENT to be positive 440 
(Beta weight: + 1.9, SE = 0.34, t = 5.72, 95% CI: +1.26 to +2.65). Visual inspection of the 441 
residuals shows a considerable degree of heteroscedasticity. When players use a symbol very 442 
informatively, disagreement can be very high but it can also be quite low. Conversely, when 443 
players use a symbol in a very uninformative fashion, corresponding to a high degree of 444 
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dispersion of the associated colours, the distance between player can neither be very high nor 445 
very low.  446 
 447 
The test model added FREQUENCY to this last model. It did not prove more informative than 448 
the last one (ΔAIC < 2). The effect of FREQUENCY was in the right direction, but weak (Beta 449 
weight: - 0.62, SE = 0.54, t = -1.14, 95% CI: -1.69; +0.45). Thus, the meaning of frequently 450 
used symbols was not clearly more consensual than that of little used symbol. The effect of 451 
AVERAGEENTROPY remained strongly positive in this final model.  452 
 453 
Discussion 454 
 455 
Our participants, faced with a referential communication task where they had to interact with 456 
strangers without the backing of rich contextual cues, spontaneously evolved increasingly 457 
precise semantic conventions. The associations between symbols and colours grow more 458 
precise in the course of a player’s career, and more experienced players associate symbols 459 
with a smaller range of colours as a result. There does not seem to be any equivalent for such 460 
a general narrowing of semantic conventions in the history of natural languages. Lexical 461 
ambiguity changes through time for particular words, through narrowing or broadening [7], 462 
but there is no evidence of entire vocabularies gradually becoming more specific [17]. Why 463 
then do conventions gain in precision in the Color Game app?  464 
 465 
The best established explanations for semantic ambiguities in natural language rest upon the 466 
abundance of contextual information in normal conversations, making a certain amount of 467 
ambiguity tolerable, even efficient ([3,10–12], but see [50]). Our results support this view. 468 
Contextual information in the app was kept to a minimum: Senders’ symbols were the only 469 
cue that Receivers could exploit to pick the target colour from the three distractors. This put a 470 
strong pressure over the symbols to be maximally informative, and they evolved accordingly. 471 
 472 
The way this evolution took place was surprising, given the strong emphasis the literature 473 
gives to selectionist as distinct from transformative evolutionary processes [32,33]. We 474 
expected participants to copy one another’s use of the symbols fairly closely, since 475 
communication can only gain from coordination. Precise mappings between colours and 476 
symbols being more informative, such mappings should be reproduced more than others, 477 
resulting in low-entropy, high-information conventions becoming more frequent at the 478 
expense of low-information ones. The data depart from these predictions in at least two ways. 479 
First, precision in symbol use is not faithfully copied. A given symbol (e.g., 'Butterfly', 480 
'Grass') can be used with great precision by one player but not by the next player. The share of 481 
variance in SENSEENTROPY that is accounted for by symbols is less than the share accounted 482 
for by players (intra-class correlation for symbols: 0.24; for players: 0.32; computed with 483 
irrNA [51]). Second, low-information mappings were more frequently used (and thus, seen) 484 
than high-information ones: there was a strong positive correlation between sense entropy and 485 
frequency. If participants had copied the mappings they encountered most frequently, the 486 
result would have been a decrease in the overall precision of the conventions used in the 487 
Color Game. In spite of this, Senders gradually came to use their symbols in a more 488 
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informative fashion. This process of semantic narrowing [7] took place despite the fact that 489 
high-entropy mappings were more widespread than low-entropy ones.  490 
 491 
The strong positive correlation that we observe, between the sense entropy of the mapping 492 
associated with a symbol and that symbol’s frequency, makes retrospective sense. Numerous 493 
previous findings indicate a positive link between a word’s frequency and the number of 494 
meanings it accepts — a correlation known as “Zipf’s Law of Meaning” [1] (also known as 495 
the “principle of economic versatility” [8]). This relation holds when controlling for 496 
confounds such as word length [3]. Our findings extend and deepen Zipf’s Law of Meaning in 497 
two ways. We show how it applies to a non-verbal symbolic language, using a measurement 498 
of ambiguity that goes beyond the standard polysemy measurement (i.e. counting meanings) 499 
and integrates sense entropy as well as vagueness, taking advantage of the continuous 500 
structure of the set of possible meanings in our task. 501 
 502 
Two main types of causal interpretations have been put forward to explain Zipf’s Law of 503 
Meaning. The first type starts from Zipf’s original intuition: speakers tend to minimise their 504 
production effort and the comprehension effort of their interlocutors. Building upon this, 505 
Piantadosi [3] proposes that frequent words, being easier to use and process (since their 506 
frequency makes them easier to memorise), are more likely to be used in novel contexts, thus 507 
acquiring new meanings. This explanation has the merit to link Zipf’s Law of Meaning with 508 
Zipf’s other “laws”, the law of abbreviation (frequent words are shorter) and the law of 509 
frequency (frequency distributions approximate a power law).  510 
 511 
A second type of explanation focuses on the organisation of the concepts encoded by words. 512 
If one classifies a set of objects using a hierarchical structure of categories, while avoiding 513 
synonyms, a Zipfian relation between frequency and broadness of meaning obtains [52]. Our 514 
study was not meant to adjudicate between these two views of Zipf’s Law of Meaning, but its 515 
results are nonetheless indicative. In the standard Zipfian perspective, semantic ambiguity is 516 
useful because speakers can rely on rich contextual information, and because precise signals 517 
are costly to produce. Neither of these conditions seems clearly to obtain in this study. It 518 
could be argued that frequently used conventions are easier to produce and process because 519 
their frequency makes them easier to memorise and process by both Senders and Receivers. 520 
Against this, however, we found no clear indication that players showed more agreement over 521 
frequently used symbols. In our view, a more likely reason for ambiguous semantics is the 522 
fact that we allowed Senders to combine several different symbols to form messages. Such 523 
combinatorial use allows agents to encode high quantities of information through symbols 524 
whose individual meaning is ambiguous. Further analyses of the open Color Game dataset 525 
could shed light on the players’ various strategies for combining symbols (asking, e.g., 526 
whether they obey compositional principles).  527 
 528 
While we could neither confirm nor refute Enfield’s conjecture that agreement between 529 
agents is greater for frequently used conventions, we found an interesting interplay between 530 
informativeness and agreement. Very high levels of disagreement and agreement obtain only 531 
for low-entropy mappings, but become increasingly unlikely as the conventions linking 532 
symbols and colours become less precise. In other words, disagreement on vague conventions 533 
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cannot be very high, because the two interlocutors find some common ground in ambiguity. 534 
This is reminiscent of a point made by Wasow et al. [17]: lexical ambiguity can be functional 535 
when different people or communities associate different meanings with a given word. By 536 
entertaining multiple or vague meanings for a given words, an agent may be able to 537 
communicate with other agents who hold a variety of precise but discrepant views about the 538 
word’s meaning. Imprecision fosters a modicum of consensus.  539 
 540 
Conclusion  541 
 542 
Why are communicative signals less than optimally informative? The origins and functions of 543 
linguistic ambiguity have puzzled researchers since the dawn of logic. Some likely sources of 544 
ambiguity are the availability of contextual information in the environment, the cost of 545 
producing and processing precise messages, and the possibility of combining ambiguous 546 
signals together to create a more precise message. Our findings both illustrate and qualify the 547 
impact of the first two sources of ambiguity. In a referential communication game where 548 
contextual information was minimal, and production costs were equally small for all symbols, 549 
participants gradually devised ever more precise conventions mapping symbols to colours. On 550 
the other hand, even highly experienced participants kept using some symbols in quite 551 
uninformative ways. The evolutionary process leading to lower ambiguity was not driven by 552 
the selective copying of precise conventions. Individual players gradually made their own 553 
mappings more precise without copying the mappings they most frequently saw others using. 554 
This illustrates how cultural evolution can produce sophisticated and efficient outcomes 555 
without selection being at play [30,31,53].  556 
 557 
Open data and code: https://osf.io/3nepk/ for this project, https://osf.io/9yc25/ for the Color 558 
Game project as a whole. The companion paper [36] gives an overview of the dataset. 559 
 560 
Supplementary Materials: We append a Supplementary Methods document (specific to this 561 
paper), and a general presentation of the Color Game project and dataset (shared with all 562 
Color Game projects). 563 
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Supplementary methods for the paper 698 
“Cultural evolution of precise and consensual semantic conventions in a multiplayer 699 
gaming app” 700 
 701 
An open-ended iterated referential communication game. The Color Game app enabled its 702 
players to take part in open-ended series of referential communication games with other 703 
players of their choice. At its core, the game is a standard referential communication task 704 
(Figure S1). One player (the Sender) is presented with a "target colour", indicated by a dot. 705 
This colour corresponds to one of the colours in an array of four that is seen by the other 706 
player (the Receiver). The sender's goal is to communicate with the Receiver to help them 707 
pick the target colour. A successful pick earns points for the Receiver. Senders must 708 
communicate using black and white symbols that bear no straightforward association with any 709 
single hue of colour. Unusually for an artificial language evolution experiment, our app does 710 
not provide players with trial-by-trial feedback on the success or failure of communication. A 711 
block of 10 trials must be played by both Sender and Receiver for points to be earned. After 712 
every block, the Receiver is told how many of the preceding ten trials they got right, but not 713 
which ones. If both players were playing synchronously (see below) both players get that 714 
information, otherwise the Sender merely knows that someone played with their messages, 715 
and how many points they earned as a result. In laboratory versions of this task, participants 716 
performed the task repeatedly in pairs, without changing partners. In contrast, the app’s multi-717 
player functionalities and the large number of available players allowed us to let players 718 
choose their partners and interactions freely. 719 
 720 

 721 
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Fig. S1. An example of a trial in the Color Game, showing Sender’s screen (left) and 722 
Receiver’s screen (right). 723 
 724 
Synchronous vs. asynchronous play. The app left players free to choose their interlocutors and 725 
the format of their interaction. It allowed for both “synchronous” (i.e., live, or in real time) 726 
and “asynchronous” play. Senders playing asynchronously simply typed black and white 727 
symbols corresponding to the target colour in a window seen by both Sender and Receiver. 728 
The symbols were then sent to Receivers, along with the corresponding colour array, but with 729 
no indication about the target. The Receiver then had to figure out the target from the symbols 730 
sent by the Sender. These asynchronous puzzles remained available inside the app 731 
indefinitely, but each puzzle disappeared as soon as one Receiver had played it. Synchronous 732 
play, on the other hand, required Sender and Receiver to contact each other and stay 733 
connected for as long as they played; this enabled them to communicate in real time, and 734 
exchange repair signals consisting of the signs "?" and "!". (The players were not told what 735 
these punctuation marks should mean in the context of the game, and we expected them to be 736 
used idiosyncratically; in fact, they served little.) In both cases, once a receiver completed a 737 
puzzle (a set of 10 trials), this puzzle ceased to be available for other Senders. Completion 738 
means that the Receiver had made a guess for each of the 10 target colours corresponding to 739 
the 10 messages sent by the Sender.) A bug made it possible for some receivers to complete 740 
some senders’ asynchronous puzzles more than once, but these trials were discarded (see Data 741 
exclusions). Some trials were never solved, because receivers did not pick them up, or 742 
because they formed parts of puzzles that were incomplete (less than 10 trials). These 743 
uncompleted trials are not taken into account when we consider the players’ performances in 744 
finding the target, but we do take them into account for prediction 2, which is only concerned 745 
with Senders’ behavior. 746 
 747 
Partner choice in the Color Game. The app's players were free to choose their partners from a 748 
vast pool of players (Fig. S2). To play with another contact, a player either invited them for 749 
synchronous play and waited for the invitation to be accepted, or sent an asynchronous 750 
message, which could be broadcast to the whole group or sent to a specific individual contact 751 
who could open it at a later time. To ensure that the app always contained a sufficient number 752 
of high-quality asynchronous puzzles, Receivers paid Senders for their asynchronous puzzles, 753 
which they “bought” with the points they had previously earned by playing. Points were 754 
typically earned by successfully completing puzzles, the rewards for playing well being 755 
higher than the typical puzzle’s price. The Sender received these points regardless of the 756 
Receiver's performance, incentivizing participants to play as Senders. Extra points could be 757 
earned by playing an especially difficult, time-limited "speed mode", available to players after 758 
a certain level. This points system was meant to increase player’s enjoyment, and also to 759 
discourage the creation of low-quality puzzles or the absorption of high-quality puzzles by 760 
negligent players. 761 
 762 
 763 
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 764 
 765 
Fig. S2. The app’s home screen (left,) with legend (right). The colourful logos that identify 766 
each contact are randomly generated from a set of black and white pictures and a set of 767 
colours. 768 
 769 
Player anonymity. Strict player anonymity was ensured by a system of pseudonyms and 770 
"cover names". The app recorded no personal identifiers (such as names or nicknames), but 771 
gave each player a public pseudonym, displayed on the "top players" score board. However, 772 
that pseudonym could not be used to identify a player as a contact to play with. Instead, 773 
contacts were only ever known to one another by means of "cover names" that varied from 774 
contact to contact and from player to player. Player X knew her contact through a list of 775 
randomly generated names that reliably identified contact A, contact B, contact C, and so on. 776 
Player Y could also identify the same contacts A, B, C, but by completely different names, so 777 
that A's name for X did not correspond in any way to A's name for Y, even though both 778 
players could reliably identify and contact A. This ensured that players could not circumvent 779 
the app to contact one another in real life, on social networks, etc.  780 
 781 
Division of the player pool. Players were divided between two big pools of players, with each 782 
new player being assigned randomly to one of these to “halves”. All interactions between 783 
players were restricted to their half, for as long as the app was on. Which “half” a player came 784 
from did not make a difference to any of the analyses reported here: the corresponding 785 
variable did not make the models more informative. 786 
 787 
Languages. When released in April 2018, the app was available in five languages: English, 788 
Chinese, French, German, and Spanish. The Color Game makes sparse use of natural 789 
language, so translations chiefly concerned the tutorial and short mentions found on the home 790 
screen (Fig. S2) and on the screens informing players about their performance. In version 791 
1.10 of the app, released on September 15th, 2018, we added languages Portuguese (Brazil), 792 
Russian, and Japanese. However, for most of these languages we did not manage to get the 793 
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number of players required by the study’s preregistered exclusion thresholds. Only speakers 794 
who chose to play the app in English, French, German, or Spanish were retained (see below, 795 
Data exclusions). 796 
  797 
Tutorial: Every new player, on their first opening of the app (but not later) was greeted with a 798 
short tutorial explaining the basics of the game. The tutorial simulated a referential 799 
communication game, using dummy symbols that were never re-used in the normal course of 800 
the game (figure S3, bottom row), and a colour array randomly picked from the 32 possible 801 
arrays. The player was presented with a dummy symbol and a four-colours array, and asked to 802 
point which colour it might refer to. Then the player was asked to play as Sender and use one 803 
of the dummy symbols to refer to a target colour. What symbol or colour the payers used at 804 
this stage did not matter: they were told they had completed that step of the tutorial. After this 805 
the players were given a guided tour of the home screen, with pop-up messages in their 806 
chosen language (cf. Fig. S2). 807 
 808 
Ethics, data privacy & open data. Participants agreed to have their data collected in 809 
anonymous format and for research purposes in a consent form approved at the start of the 810 
game. The app and the six preregistered studies were approved by the Max Planck Society 811 
headquarters’ ethical committee (advice n° 2017_05). The app’s source code is open and the 812 
anonymous data will be made publicly available after a period of embargo. In addition to 813 
recording all the players’ moves as Sender or Receiver, the app also records notes taken by 814 
the players who wish to make use of “the notebook”, a feature of the app that allowed players 815 
to write down the meaning of a particular symbol (as they figure it). (See the full statement on 816 
data privacy here: http://osf.io/guwyr/.) 817 
 818 
App launch and termination. Once it was ready, and after a lengthy period of piloting and 819 
debugging (all beta players involved in the piloting and debugging, friends and collaborators 820 
of the authors and developers, were barred from taking part in subsequent stages), the App 821 
was deployed in two steps. A ‘technical’ launch took place on April 26th, 2018: private 822 
invitations were sent to selected guests — journalists, influencers, participants to gaming 823 
conventions. 80 players were thus brought in. They allowed us to fine-tune the app’s points 824 
system, and seeded the app with puzzles that new players would be able to solve. On May the 825 
15th 2018 (midnight), the app was accessible on the Android and iOS app stores, the embargo 826 
on the press release was lifted, and the wider public started downloading the game. This 827 
marked the end of the technical launch period. As planned at preregistration, we discarded all 828 
the trials that were completed before May the 15th (see below, Data exclusions). The app was 829 
originally scheduled to be live until May 15th, 2019, but as traffic slowed down it was 830 
decided to shut it on April the 10th, 2019. At that point there were still several players a day 831 
playing on the App. 832 
 833 
Symbols. Senders had to communicate using black and white symbols bearing no 834 
straightforward association with any single hue of colour (Fig. S3). These symbols had been 835 
experimentally tested to make sure that they would be neither too easy (evoking too narrow a 836 
range of colours), nor too difficult (allowing no colour associations whatsoever). Laboratory 837 
experiments show that the symbols are as ambiguous as desired, since different pairs of 838 
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participants can use them to solve the communication task above chance, but distinct pairs 839 
will associate the same symbol with different colours [40]. To maximize the variability in 840 
symbol use, as well as provide the game with a reward structure, the players who start the 841 
game were only provided with a random sample of 10 symbols (out of 35), earning the right 842 
to use additional symbols progressively as they earned points and ascended to new levels.  843 
 844 
 845 
 846 
 847 
 848 
 849 
 850 
 851 
 852 
 853 
 854 
 855 
 856 
 857 
 858 
 859 
 860 
 861 
 862 
 863 
 864 
 865 
 866 
Fig. S3. The 35 symbols used in the game (first four rows). Bottom row, in grey: the five 867 
symbols used for the tutorial and for the videos advertising the game (these symbols are for 868 
tutorials only). 869 
 870 
 871 
Colour space and colour arrays. Each of the game’s 32 colours was drawn from the CIE2000 872 
colour space [39], chosen because it provides a metric for distance between colour hues 873 
(“Delta E”) built to reflect perceptual distance, as opposed to merely physical quantities. The 874 
colours were equal in luminance (L = 55) and saturation (S = 85), with a constant perceptual 875 
distance between any colour and its two neighbors of Delta E = 7.8 (Fig. 3). Thirty-two colour 876 
arrays were formed from this set of 32 colours by picking every fourth colour along the 877 
dimension of hue, until a four-colours array was formed, using each of the 32 colours as 878 
starting point (Figs. S4 & S5). This way, all colours occurred in exactly four arrays. The array 879 
present on any given trial was randomly picked, all arrays being equiprobable. Which of the 880 
array’s four colours served as the target was likewise randomized. In addition to the target 881 
colour (which she always saw), the Sender could see some or all of the colours visible in 882 
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Receiver's array. This quantity varied from one (only the target) to four (the full array). The 883 
number and nature of the colours shown to Sender were also randomized. 884 
 885 
 886 

 887 
 888 
Fig. S4. The game’s colour space. Each colour is given its associated Hex code (as used by 889 
the app). 890 
 891 
 892 
 893 
  894 
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 895 

 896 
 897 
Fig S5. How colour arrays were built. Top row: The composition of two colour arrays, one 898 
marked by white dots, the other by black dots, is shown relative to the colour space. Bottom 899 
row: Six contiguous colour arrays (out of 32), including the white-dot and black-dot ones. 900 
 901 


